The Month of September 7th – October 3rd

The Grey Dove Gallery
Exhibited Works of Art by

Painter & Sculptor

Sharon Briggs
&
Sculptor

Bob Esposito
Sharon and Bob have been close friends
for a very long time. Their wish was to
have an exhibit together due to how they
inspire and motivate each other.

We were glad to make their wish
come true!

Sharon Briggs Artist Statement
Sharon realized she had a gift at a very young age. As long as it was "creating", with some kind
of medium, she was in her element. She is passionate about capturing things that are created by
her own creativity as well as trying to capture a moment or a symbolized moment. Something that
can make her audience remember a moment. Her two favorite avenues are painting and sculpture.
She has traveled extensively and is influenced by many artists and styles. A recent trip to Italy
inspired her in capturing reflection in glass, as well as one of the best Italian traditions;wine.
"Art is the structure of my being. If I were deprived of it, I would no longer be me."

A Few Examples of Sharon's Work

Architectural Precision
Galactic Interpretation

Pear Martini

Casual Elegence

You can contact Sharon Briggs at:
www.sharonbriggs.com
Phone: (214)414-4109

Bob Esposito Artist Statement
Bob Esposito was born and raised in Central Illinois. He has always been drawn to nature and its
relentless realm of beauty. His desire to recreate nature with its form and structure has been
pursued for over thirty years in the field of taxidermy. The challenges created by the development
of each piece from design and construction to completion, provide a never ending pursuit to give
nature the respect it deserves. The diversity of his future work will pay tribute not only to nature,
but to the creativity of evolution. Emphasis will be put on the stylistic combination of mixed
media.

A Few Examples of Bob’s Work

Herculean I

Pristine I

You can contact Bob Esposito
at:
Bodyart212@aol.com
Ph#(309)821-9955

Venus

